
First grade with Mrs. Poage  November 30, 2017

Language arts 
Reading November has been the month of learning about schema. 
Your schema is everything you know in your brain and the information 
you bring to a text. Children learned the importance of activating schema 
during the preview of a text and making connections through the reading 
in order to comprehend the text more fully. The three kinds of connec-
tions are:
Text to Self
Text to Text
Text to World
We used prompts to help us develop in our ability to apply this skill in our 
reading. The part when…..Reminds me of…..And this helped me under-
stand the book because……
Student should be making connections during reading time at home as 
well. 
Writers Workshop!
In November we focused on letter writing to prepare for the open-
ing of the MKM Post Office. The first day we got mail delivered was 
very exciting. The children understand they have to write a letter if 
they want to receive a letter. If you want to send your child mail 
through the MKM post office, please send the mail in a larger enve-
lope and I will make sure the letter gets mailed. I will then return the 
larger envelope for use again.

Word Wall- Students are responsible for conventional spelling 
for all word wall words taught to date in any written work. They 
should focusing on using the word wall as a tool in the classroom 
and their flash cards at home. 

Literacy Centers: We are adding new centers each week and the children 
are becoming self-regulated during literacy center time. This month we opened 
the buddy reading center and a customized center: Fairy Tale Mail is a time 
when students write and give advice to the fairy tale characters. The letters are 
very funny! They even added their own characters onto the board. The letters 
have been placed in their writing binders.


Homework: Please remember to let your child do all their own 
spelling in creating sentences and writing thoughts. You can help 
them by stretching the word out slowly so they can hear all the 
sounds in the words.


We launched an author study on Mo Willems by creating a timeline 
of his life from his young days until the creation of his first book.
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NEWS FROM 102
Math 
We completed our first unit on 
subtraction. We are moving 
onto addition strategies for 
the month of December. As all 
people think about numbers 
differently, not all strategies 
will work for all children. You 
child will be encouraged to use 
what is best for them to solve 
a problem. I am alternating 
math centers will whole group 
lessons to best fit the needs of 
this class. 

Science 
Light and Shadow is a great 
unit of study as we learned the 
importance of light in our 
world, learned the different 
properties of objects as they 
relate to shadows and will now 
delve into manipulating the 
size and shape of shadows. 

Social Studies 
November is always a time for 
showing thanks and learning to 
appreciate the importance of just 
our basic needs: food, water, shel-
ter, family, friends, plants, ani-
mals, and freedom. Students 
made their own symbol of 
Thanksgiving, the turkey using 
printing methods of painting, 
read many books both fiction and 
non-fiction, and created cards. 
On election day we had a class 
election for the class animal.  
When Everley the Elephant joins 
your family, please remember 
your students needs to do his/her 
own writing. Only word wall 
words must be spelled correctly 
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